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ARTICLE INFO                           ABSTRACT 
   

 

The work’s main objective was the manufacture of an AA6061 aluminum metal matrix composite 
reinforced with ceramics reinforcements of: aluminum oxide, silicon carbide, aluminum nitride and 
silicon nitride, through the powder metallurgy technique. The powders were subjected to high energy 
milling in a SPEX type vibrating mill. Thereafter, a cold uniaxial compactation was made and then 
the compacts were hot extruded. The powders were subjected to characterization using X-ray 
diffraction and laser diffraction granulometry. The extruded were characterized by scanning electron 
microscopy, energy dispersive spectroscopy and had their microhardness evaluated. The characteri-
zation showed: the reinforcements’ addition in the matrix contributed to an acceleration of powders’ 
grinding; the reinforced samples had a higher microhardness than the unreinforced; it was observed 
that greater milling times and reinforcement’s addition increased the composites’ microhardness. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Whit technological advances in the industrial field and materials 
science, composite materials have been increasingly studied, 
developed and employed in various activities (construction, 
aeronautics, automotive industry, among others). The focus on this 
type of material is large as composites can be manufactured to have 
specific and unusual properties. Although it is a material that has been 
used by man for many years, it was recognized as a distinct class of 
materials in the second half of the 20th century (Callister, 2010). 
Composites are a type of materials that are composed of more than 
one material, often very dissimilar, they are also manufactured by 
unconventional techniques (Callister, 2010). In the early 20th century, 
modern powder metallurgy (MP) was then used to manufacture 
tungsten carbides. However, during World War II there was an 
increase in the demand for techniques for the manufacture of 
composite materials and after this period the MP was developing to a 
process that today combines precision, speed and economy 
(Upadhyaya, 2002). In this respect, MP has become more widely used 
to manufacture materials that are very difficult or nearly impossible to 
produce by conventional forming, casting and machining techniques 
(Callister, 2010). MP is capable to produce composites with metallic,  

 
 

ceramic and polymeric matrix (Callister, 2010; Araujo Filho, 2016). 
Among the metals used as matrix in the composition of metal matrix 
composites (MMC), aluminum alloys are the second most used, 
behind only iron. Aluminum alloys are widely used in industry due to 
their properties: low specific weight, low density, ductility, good 
thermal and electrical conductivity, corrosion resistance (Kumar, 
2018). Among the aluminum matrix composites (AMC) stand out the 
AA6061 alloy composites, since this alloy has higher strength and 
hardness being applied in structural elements and in the automotive 
industry (Barbosa, 2014). MMCs are usually reinforced with a 
ceramic phase, such as aluminum or alumina oxide (Al2O3), silicon 
carbide (SiC), aluminum nitride (AlN) and silicon nitride (Si3N4). 
Alumina is widely used because it is a material that is obtained in the 
aluminum production process. Moreover the cost / benefit of this 
material is attractive, allied to the good properties such as hardness, 
abrasion resistance and chemical inertia (Campos, 2016). Silicon 
carbide becomes attractive due to its high hardness, thermal 
conductivity, chemical stability and semiconductor properties (Da 
Silva, 2014). Aluminum nitride is indicated as reinforcement in 
aluminum alloys due to its good coefficient of thermal expansion, 
good thermal stability, high strength and good dispersion in the 
aluminum matrix (Kumar, 2018). Silicon nitride is used as 
reinforcement due to its low coefficient of thermal expansion, 
hardness, mechanical strength and good corrosion resistance at high 
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temperatures, and is well used in the aerospace industry (Baldacim, 
2000). Therefore, this work is dedicated to the manufacture AMCs 
from AA6061 alloy reinforced with ceramic part
SiC, AlN and Si3N4. To study the effects of the PM process on the 
fabrication of these composites, as well as the influence of 
reinforcement addition on the structure and microhardness of extruded 
samples. 
 

RELATED WORKS 
 
Due to the wide application of AA6061 alloys, this alloy is found in 
several areas. In aerospace industry it is possible to find AA6061 alloy 
composites, reinforced with ceramic particulate, applied as protection 
against lightning strikes. They are widely applied in thes
components, since aluminum has good electrical conductivity and the 
current produced by the lightning flows though the surface of the 
structure has less resistance, thus preventing damage to the aircraft 
from occurring due to the poor conduction of the e
Combined with good electrical conduction, AMCs still have good 
abrasion resistance and a high strength to weight ratio (Budumuru, 
2021). Another industry that increased the use of aluminum alloy 
composites was the automotive industry. Aluminum alloys, such as 
AA6061, have been used to replace gray cast iron in the manufacture 
of brake rotors, pistons and engine blocks. AMCs are being used to 
manufacture parts that need wear resistance. Thus, ceramic 
reinforcements are a good option to be mixed with the aluminum 
matrix and thus promote increased wear resistance.This increase in 
wear resistance is directly related to the increase in hardness that the 
ceramic particulate promotes. In their studies Kumar M. et al. (2017) 
made use of an Al6061 / alumina / graphite / redmud alloy for use in 
the manufacture of brake rotors and proved that insertion of the 
ceramic reinforcement into the aluminum matrix promoted an 
improvement in the abrasion resistance of the material.
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS
 
The composites have AA6061 alloy as matrix, composition presented 
in Table 1, and the ceramic powders used as reinforcement were: 
alumina (Al2O3), silicon carbide (SiC), aluminum nitride (AlN) and 
silicon nitride (Si3N4). The compositions of the composites and
time of high energy ball milling (HEBM) used in each sample are 
shown in Table 2. Stearic acid was used as process controller agent 
(PCA), it was used 2% fraction of the powder mass to be processed.
 

Table 1. Composition of AA6061 alloy
 

wt% 

Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn 
0,8 0,7 0,4 0,15 1,2 0,35 0,25 

 

Table 2. Composition and nomenclature of samples
 

Samples Composition Nomenclature

1 AA6061 AA0 
2 AA6061 AA2 
3 AA6061 + 10% Al2O3 10Al2O3 
4 AA6061 + 15% Al2O3 15Al2O3 
5 AA6061 + 20% Al2O3 20Al2O3 
6 AA6061 + 10% SiC 10SiC 
7 AA6061 + 15% SiC 15SiC 
8 AA6061 + 20% SiC 20SiC 
9 AA6061 + 10% AlN 10AlN 

10 AA6061 + 15% AlN 15AlN 
11 AA6061 + 20% AlN 20AlN 
12 AA6061 + 10% Si3N4 10Si3N4 
13 AA6061 + 15% Si3N4 15Si3N4 
14 AA6061 + 20% Si3N4 20Si3N4 

 
A. High energy ball milling (HEBM): HEBM was performed in a 

Spex type vibrating mil, with 2 hours of duration. A ball powder to 

ratio of 10:1 was used. It was performed a wet milling, using 
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Ti Al 
0,15 96  
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Nomenclature Milling Time 

0 h 
2 h 

 
 
 

HEBM was performed in a 

Spex type vibrating mil, with 2 hours of duration. A ball powder to 

ratio of 10:1 was used. It was performed a wet milling, using 

isopropyl alcohol as PCA. After milling the powders were dried in an 

oven at a temperature of 100°C. 

 
B. X-ray diffraction (XRD): 

SHIMADZU MAXIMA XRD-7000 equipment. The following test 

parameters were used: 

 
 Diffraction angle: θ-2θ; 
 Scan range: 25° - 120°; 
 Scan mode: continuous scanning;
 Scan speed: 1°/min; 
 Step: 0,01°. 
 
C. Granulometry: It was used the laser diffraction technique in liquid 

medium, using water as dispersant. The equipment used was the 

MALVERN INSTRUMENTES U.K. MASTERSIZER 2000.

 
D. Compactation and extrusion: The powders were uniaxial cold pre

compacted in a hydraulic press. A compaction pressure of 10 ton/cm² 

was used during 10 minutes. The extrusion was done at a temperature 

of 500 °C, a progressive extrusion pressure and a feed rate of 2 mm/s 

were applied (De Araujo Filho, 2017). Figure 1 shows composites 

before and after extrusion. 

 

Figure 1 - Composite before and after extrusion

E. Samples preparation: The extrudates were cut into two sections: 

transverse (perpendicular to the extrusion direction) and longitudinal 

(parallel to the extrusion direction), Figure 2. The extrudeds were 

cutted on a STRUERS ACCUTOM

were hardware in self-curing acrylic resin, sanded, polished and 

etched with a 0.5% hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution for 10 seconds.
 
 

Figure 2 - Longitudinal and cross section of the extruded composites

F. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

spectroscopy (EDS) were performed on the TESCAN MIRA3 

microscope. 

 
G. Microhardness Vickers: A load of 0.2 kgf was applied for 15 
seconds. The tests were performed on an EMCOTEST DURASCAN 
700 durometer. 
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Scan mode: continuous scanning; 

t was used the laser diffraction technique in liquid 

medium, using water as dispersant. The equipment used was the 

MALVERN INSTRUMENTES U.K. MASTERSIZER 2000. 

The powders were uniaxial cold pre-

hydraulic press. A compaction pressure of 10 ton/cm² 

was used during 10 minutes. The extrusion was done at a temperature 

of 500 °C, a progressive extrusion pressure and a feed rate of 2 mm/s 

were applied (De Araujo Filho, 2017). Figure 1 shows composites 

 
 

Composite before and after extrusion 

 
The extrudates were cut into two sections: 

transverse (perpendicular to the extrusion direction) and longitudinal 

the extrusion direction), Figure 2. The extrudeds were 

cutted on a STRUERS ACCUTOM-100 precision cutter. The sections 

curing acrylic resin, sanded, polished and 

etched with a 0.5% hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution for 10 seconds. 

 
 

Longitudinal and cross section of the extruded composites 
 

F. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM): SEM and energy dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDS) were performed on the TESCAN MIRA3 

load of 0.2 kgf was applied for 15 
seconds. The tests were performed on an EMCOTEST DURASCAN 

and characterization of aa6061 aluminum alloy metal matrix  



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 
A. X-ray diffraction (XRD): In the AA6061 XRD results, Figure 3, 
the aluminum and Mg2Si peaks (Barbosa, 2014; Maisonnette, 
were identified. The aluminum and Mg2Si peaks were also identified 
in the composites, Figures 4 and 5.  

 

Figure 3 - X-ray diffraction patterns of AA6061 alloy
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 4 - X-ray diffraction patterns of Al
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DISCUSSION 

In the AA6061 XRD results, Figure 3, 
(Barbosa, 2014; Maisonnette, 2011) 

Si peaks were also identified 

 
ray diffraction patterns of AA6061 alloy 

Two alumina peaks were identified, in the Al
(Figure 4), the first peak presented at a 2θ angle of 43.34° and the 
second at 82.104°. With the increase of alumina concentration in the 
composition there was no appreciable change in the results. Alumina 
peaks are smaller compared to aluminum peaks because alumina has 
been well incorporated into AA6061 alloy and there is also a tendency 
for alumina to form a thin film on the surface of aluminum powder 
particles (Araujo Filho, 2016; Fagagnolo, 2003). In SiC reinforced 
composites, Figure 4, it was possible to observe the evolution of the 
addition of the reinforcement phase in the aluminum matrix. In the 
10SiC powder smaller and less intense peaks were observed, but with 
the increase of the reinforcement concentration to 15% and 20%, an 
increase in the amount of SiC corresponding peaks was observed (El
Daly, 2012). It’s still possible to say that the high energy milling was 
efficient with regard to the incorporation of the reinforcement into the 
matrix. Since the reinforcement phase peaks w
compared to the higher energy peaks for aluminum (Abdoli, 2008).
The AlN-reinforced samples, Figure 5, showed similar behavior to the 
SiC-reinforced samples. However, in the 20AlN sample, the presence 
of magnesium silicate (Mg2SiO4) was detected due to the presence of 
oxygen at the moment of HEBM causing the oxidation of Mg
addition to Mg2SiO4, iron carbide (Fe
is no carbon in the composition of any of the main composite 
components, this carbide was formed due to the presence of stearic 
acid in the milling of powders, favoring carbide formation (El
Eskandarany, 2001). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  

ray diffraction patterns of Al2O3 and SiC reinforced composites
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Two alumina peaks were identified, in the Al2O3 reinforced samples 
(Figure 4), the first peak presented at a 2θ angle of 43.34° and the 
second at 82.104°. With the increase of alumina concentration in the 
composition there was no appreciable change in the results. Alumina 

aluminum peaks because alumina has 
been well incorporated into AA6061 alloy and there is also a tendency 
for alumina to form a thin film on the surface of aluminum powder 
particles (Araujo Filho, 2016; Fagagnolo, 2003). In SiC reinforced 

4, it was possible to observe the evolution of the 
addition of the reinforcement phase in the aluminum matrix. In the 
10SiC powder smaller and less intense peaks were observed, but with 
the increase of the reinforcement concentration to 15% and 20%, an 

crease in the amount of SiC corresponding peaks was observed (El-
Daly, 2012). It’s still possible to say that the high energy milling was 
efficient with regard to the incorporation of the reinforcement into the 
matrix. Since the reinforcement phase peaks were low intensity peaks 
compared to the higher energy peaks for aluminum (Abdoli, 2008). 

reinforced samples, Figure 5, showed similar behavior to the 
reinforced samples. However, in the 20AlN sample, the presence 

was detected due to the presence of 
oxygen at the moment of HEBM causing the oxidation of Mg2Si. In 

, iron carbide (Fe7C3) was identified, since there 
is no carbon in the composition of any of the main composite 

was formed due to the presence of stearic 
acid in the milling of powders, favoring carbide formation (El-

 
and SiC reinforced composites 

May, 2021 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In Si3N4 reinforced samples, Figure 5, there was a SiC formation in 
the 10Si3N4 sample due to the carbide formation tendency promoted 
by the presence of stearic acid. In the 15Si3N4 and 20Si3N4 samples 
there was only the presence of the aluminum, Mg2

 
B. Granulometry: The particle size distribution curves of the 
powders, Figure 6, have a monomodal shape, so it was found that the

Figure 5 - X-ray diffraction patterns of AlN and Si
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the 10Si3N4 sample due to the carbide formation tendency promoted 
by the presence of stearic acid. In the 15Si3N4 and 20Si3N4 samples 

2Si and Si3N4 peaks. 

The particle size distribution curves of the 
powders, Figure 6, have a monomodal shape, so it was found that the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HEBM was satisfactory (Upadhyaya, 2002). From the 
AA6061 alloy curves it was observed that the AA0’s powder has a 
symmetrical curve. However, the AA2’s powder showed an 
asymmetric distribution with a slight tendency towards the largest 
particle size region, this fact occurs when the phase of 
the powder particles during the HEBM occurs more strongly 
(Fagagnolo, 2003). The same is true for reinforced powders, especially 

 

ray diffraction patterns of AlN and Si3N4 reinforced composites
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HEBM was satisfactory (Upadhyaya, 2002). From the unreinforced 
AA6061 alloy curves it was observed that the AA0’s powder has a 
symmetrical curve. However, the AA2’s powder showed an 
asymmetric distribution with a slight tendency towards the largest 
particle size region, this fact occurs when the phase of cold welding of 
the powder particles during the HEBM occurs more strongly 

2003). The same is true for reinforced powders, especially  

reinforced composites 
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Figure 6. Particle size distribution 

 

Figure 7. Mean particle size of powders 
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Figure 8.  Impurity identification 

 

Figure 9. SEM images of extruded’s longitudinal sections 
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in the 15% reinforcement fraction. However, the sample with the 
strongest tendency for the region with the largest particle size was the 
20SiC sample. The median particle sizes are shown in Figure 7. 
It was observed that AA0 powder has an average particle size of 83.17 
µm whereas AA2 powder has a median particle size of 39.80 µm, ie 
HEBM caused a 52.15% reduction in the average particle size of the 
unreinforced alloy so HEBM causes powder refining (Suryanarayana, 
2001). The increased amount of alumina in the aluminum matrix 
promotes a decrease in the particle size of the powder (Alizadeh, 
2011), this fact occurs mainly in the 20Al2O3 composition. In silicon 
carbide reinforced powders the highest refining rate is achieved in the 
10SiC composition (Hassani, 2014). However as the reinforcement 
concentration in the matrix increased, larger median particle sizes 
were obtained. So the addition of reinforcement promotes an increase 
in cold welding rates in the early stages of HEBM (De Araujo Filho, 
2017). Aluminum nitride reinforced powders behaved similarly to
alumina reinforced powders. There was a more pronounced median 
particle size reduction in the 20AlN composition (Caballero, 2014). 
For the silicon nitride reinforced powders there was no major change 
in particle sizes for the three compositions, but even 
the 20Si3N4 composition was dyed (Fernandez, 2019).

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM): With the microstructural 
characterization of the extrudates, it was possible to observe the 
presence of white colored particles in all the samples, highlighted by 
the yellow arrows (Figures 8 and 9). A spot EDS was then performed 
on these particulates, Figure 8, and it was identified that these are 
stainless steel particles from the wear of the jar and grinding balls. 
Figure 9 shows the micrographs of the extruded longitudinal sections. 
Sample AA0 even after extrusion became very porous (pores 
highlighted with the blue circle - Figure 9.a). Other authors have 
found an almost total reduction in porosity after extrusion (Jin, 2011), 
the powder used to make the AA0 sample did not go through high 
energy grinding and also the oxide surface layer makes it difficu
join the powder particles. The micrographs of sample AA2, Figure 
9.b, showed a reduction in porosity compared to sample AA0. The 
remaining porosity is due to particle morphology as laminar particles 
do not have good packing (Fagagnolo, 2003). In the 
reinforced with Al2O3 it was observed that with the increase of the 
reinforcement content there is an increase of the alumina 
accumulation in the sample structure. Alumina tends to form 
agglomerates in the joining zone between particles, which may 
degradation of the mechanical properties of the material. Porosity was 
still identified in the samples, but with alumina filling most of the 
existing pores (Reddy, 2017). It was identified that with the increase 
of the reinforcement content its dispersion in the matrix was less 
homogeneous. Sample 10Al2O3, Figure 9.c, have a good dispersion 

Figure 10. HV hardness evolution of the composites as a function of the amount of reinforcement
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in the 15% reinforcement fraction. However, the sample with the 
strongest tendency for the region with the largest particle size was the 

The median particle sizes are shown in Figure 7.                   
It was observed that AA0 powder has an average particle size of 83.17 

an particle size of 39.80 µm, ie 
HEBM caused a 52.15% reduction in the average particle size of the 
unreinforced alloy so HEBM causes powder refining (Suryanarayana, 
2001). The increased amount of alumina in the aluminum matrix 

article size of the powder (Alizadeh, 
2011), this fact occurs mainly in the 20Al2O3 composition. In silicon 
carbide reinforced powders the highest refining rate is achieved in the 
10SiC composition (Hassani, 2014). However as the reinforcement 

n in the matrix increased, larger median particle sizes 
were obtained. So the addition of reinforcement promotes an increase 
in cold welding rates in the early stages of HEBM (De Araujo Filho, 
2017). Aluminum nitride reinforced powders behaved similarly to 
alumina reinforced powders. There was a more pronounced median 
particle size reduction in the 20AlN composition (Caballero, 2014). 
For the silicon nitride reinforced powders there was no major change 
in particle sizes for the three compositions, but even more refining in 
the 20Si3N4 composition was dyed (Fernandez, 2019). 

With the microstructural 
characterization of the extrudates, it was possible to observe the 
presence of white colored particles in all the samples, highlighted by 
the yellow arrows (Figures 8 and 9). A spot EDS was then performed 

gure 8, and it was identified that these are 
stainless steel particles from the wear of the jar and grinding balls. 
Figure 9 shows the micrographs of the extruded longitudinal sections. 
Sample AA0 even after extrusion became very porous (pores 

Figure 9.a). Other authors have 
found an almost total reduction in porosity after extrusion (Jin, 2011), 
the powder used to make the AA0 sample did not go through high 
energy grinding and also the oxide surface layer makes it difficult to 
join the powder particles. The micrographs of sample AA2, Figure 
9.b, showed a reduction in porosity compared to sample AA0. The 
remaining porosity is due to particle morphology as laminar particles 
do not have good packing (Fagagnolo, 2003). In the samples 

it was observed that with the increase of the 
reinforcement content there is an increase of the alumina 
accumulation in the sample structure. Alumina tends to form 
agglomerates in the joining zone between particles, which may cause 
degradation of the mechanical properties of the material. Porosity was 
still identified in the samples, but with alumina filling most of the 
existing pores (Reddy, 2017). It was identified that with the increase 

rsion in the matrix was less 
homogeneous. Sample 10Al2O3, Figure 9.c, have a good dispersion 

of the reinforcement in the matrix, however samples 15Al2O3, Figure 
9.d, and 20Al2O3, Figure 9.e, have a less homogeneous dispersion of 
the reinforcement. In SiC-reinforced samples there was a reduction in 
porosity, since the ratio between the matrix powder particle size and 
the reinforcement powder size approaches the unity occurs a better 
dispersion of the reinforcement phase in the matrix and the number of 
pores is reduced (Sun, 2010). As can be seen from the micrographs, 
Figure 9.f-h, the pores coexist in the bonding region between the 
matrix and the reinforcement particles. These pores cause a 
discontinuity in the bond between the reinforcing particles and the 
matrix, thereby degrading the mechanical properties of the material. 
In composites 15SiC, Figure 9.g, and 20SiC, Figure 9.h, it was 
observed that some reinforcement particles fractured after extrusion 
(indicated by the green arrows), this is due to the high
existing during extrusion (Adamiak, 2004). In the AlN reinforced 
samples, Figure 9.i-k, the reinforcement tended to form agglomerates 
in the bonding region between the particles of the matrix powder. This 
trend causes a degradation of the mec
as it creates zones with no continuity between the matrix and the 
reinforcement. A large amount of pores have been identified in the 
samples.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This is due to the ratio between the reinforcement 
matrix powder particle size. When this ratio distances of the unity, a 
segregated structure is formed (Subramanian, 2015) ie with little 
cohesion between the particles. Resulting in a more porous and less 
resistant structure. The Si3N4-reinforced samples, Figure 9.1
some reinforcement agglomerates, but in smaller quantities than the 
AlN-reinforced samples. Since the reinforcement is better dispersed in 
the matrix, the porosity also tends to decrease. Although porosity 
coexists with the reinforcing particles in the binding region between 
reinforcement and matrix. Due to the shear forces present in the 
extrusion process, the reinforcement tends to align in a direction 
parallel to the extrusion direction (Jin, 2011). This fact can b
observed in Figure 9 where the extrusion direction is indicated by the 
red arrows. 
  
D. Microhardness Vickers: The hardness of sample AA2 was higher 
than that of AA0, Figure 10. This behavior can be explained because 
when performing HEBM the powder parti
causing an increase in dislocations density in the powders particles, so 
they suffer mechanical hardening (De Araujo Filho, 2017; Jin, 2011; 
Sun, 2010; Adamiak, 2004). Therefore, HEBM processing followed 
by hot extrusion is capable to achieve a similar hardness to a heat
treated cast alloy and has higher hardness than sintered material.
addition of alumina together with the HEBM process contributed to 
increase the hardness of the composites (Araujo Filho, 2016), 

 
HV hardness evolution of the composites as a function of the amount of reinforcement
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of the reinforcement in the matrix, however samples 15Al2O3, Figure 
9.d, and 20Al2O3, Figure 9.e, have a less homogeneous dispersion of 

einforced samples there was a reduction in 
porosity, since the ratio between the matrix powder particle size and 
the reinforcement powder size approaches the unity occurs a better 
dispersion of the reinforcement phase in the matrix and the number of 

is reduced (Sun, 2010). As can be seen from the micrographs, 
h, the pores coexist in the bonding region between the 

matrix and the reinforcement particles. These pores cause a 
discontinuity in the bond between the reinforcing particles and the 

atrix, thereby degrading the mechanical properties of the material. 
In composites 15SiC, Figure 9.g, and 20SiC, Figure 9.h, it was 
observed that some reinforcement particles fractured after extrusion 
(indicated by the green arrows), this is due to the high shear forces 
existing during extrusion (Adamiak, 2004). In the AlN reinforced 

k, the reinforcement tended to form agglomerates 
in the bonding region between the particles of the matrix powder. This 
trend causes a degradation of the mechanical properties of the material 
as it creates zones with no continuity between the matrix and the 
reinforcement. A large amount of pores have been identified in the 

This is due to the ratio between the reinforcement particle size and the 
matrix powder particle size. When this ratio distances of the unity, a 
segregated structure is formed (Subramanian, 2015) ie with little 
cohesion between the particles. Resulting in a more porous and less 

reinforced samples, Figure 9.1-n, had 
some reinforcement agglomerates, but in smaller quantities than the 

reinforced samples. Since the reinforcement is better dispersed in 
the matrix, the porosity also tends to decrease. Although porosity 

ith the reinforcing particles in the binding region between 
reinforcement and matrix. Due to the shear forces present in the 
extrusion process, the reinforcement tends to align in a direction 
parallel to the extrusion direction (Jin, 2011). This fact can be 
observed in Figure 9 where the extrusion direction is indicated by the 

The hardness of sample AA2 was higher 
than that of AA0, Figure 10. This behavior can be explained because 
when performing HEBM the powder particles are cold deformed 
causing an increase in dislocations density in the powders particles, so 
they suffer mechanical hardening (De Araujo Filho, 2017; Jin, 2011; 
Sun, 2010; Adamiak, 2004). Therefore, HEBM processing followed 

o achieve a similar hardness to a heat-
treated cast alloy and has higher hardness than sintered material. The 
addition of alumina together with the HEBM process contributed to 
increase the hardness of the composites (Araujo Filho, 2016), 
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reaching a maximum hardness of 106,80HV (cross section) and 
104,80HV (longitudinal section) in the 15Al2O3 composite. There 
was a reduction in hardness in the 20Al2O3 sample, as it presented 
the largest reinforcement agglomerates in the matrix. The 
agglomeration of alumina in the bonding region of the powder 
particles causes the degradation of mechanical properties 
(Subramanian, 2015). Cast alloys reinforced with 10% of alumina 
reached ~ 100HV (Singla, 2015). Extruded aluminum alloys 
reinforced with alumina showed increased hardness with increasing 
reinforcement content, with the highest hardness being in the 
composite with 15% alumina addition (Reddy, 2017). Alumina-
reinforced extruded aluminum alloys, being processed for 5 hours by 
HEBM, reached hardness exceeding 130HV for 20% alumina 
(Alizadeh, 2011). Thus it was observed how much the milling time 
interferes with the final hardness of the material. The composites 
reinforced with 10% and 15% SiC showed no significant increase in 
hardness, however the 20SiC sample showed a considerable increase 
in hardness, being the hardest compound. The insertion of silicon 
carbide causes an increase in hardness (Araujo Filho, 2016; De Araujo 
Filho, 2017; El-Daly, 2012; Umasankar, 2014). This increase in 
hardness causes the composite to become more brittle, decreasing its 
ductility (Zhao, 1991). Other authors also obtained similar results in 
their research: a hardness of 88.1HV0.5 was achieved for a 10% SiC 
composite and 101.9HV0.5 for a 15% SiC composition (Knowles, 
2014); hardness increases with decreasing particle size (Sun, 2010), ie 
for longer HEBM times more refined is the powders and therefore 
harder composites are obtained. In 10AlN and 15AlN samples the 
addition of reinforcement was ineffective as they had a lower hardness 
than the AA2 sample. 20Aln sample was the only composition that 
had na increase in hardness relative to unreinforced alloys, even 
though the increase in hardness was small. The addition of aluminum 
nitride was ineffective because there was large reinforcement’s 
agglomeration in the sample body, causing the degradation of 
mechanical properties (Subramanian, 2015). Si3N4 reinforced 
composites obtained good homogeneity of the hardness property in 
the sample, since the hardness of the cross (max. 96,96HV) and 
longitudinal (96,80HV) sections are similar, similar behavior to the 
alumina reinforced samples. This happens because the near uniform 
dispersion of the reinforcement in the matrix.  
 
This reinforcement also showed increased hardness as its amount in 
the matrix was increased. In cast aluminum alloys reinforced with 
aluminum nitride an average hardness of 78.5HV was obtained 
(Ambigai, 2017). Increasing the reinforcement content in the matrix 
causes an increase in hardness (Zhang, 2019) as well an increase of 
the yield strength of composites (Parveen, 2019). The Mg2Si phase 
was identified in the samples and the reinforcement was well 
incorporated into the aluminum alloy matrix. Carbides and oxides 
occurred in some samples due to the insertion of stearic acid as the 
PCA and because the HEBM was made under an uncontrolled 
atmosphere. Reinforcement insertion into the matrix accelerated the 
HEBM process and the milling process was successful as the particle 
size distribution curve was monomodal. HEBM followed by hot 
extrusion causes an increase in hardness of the material. The samples 
that did not show reinforcement agglomerates in their structure had a 
more homogeneous hardness along the material body, samples 
reinforced with Al2O3 and Si3N4. The samples that presented AlN 
agglomerates had their properties compromised. The insertion of 
reinforcement in the matrix caused an increase in material hardness, 
with the hardest composite being 20SiC. 

CONCLUSION 

The Mg2Si phase was identified in the samples and the reinforcement 
was well incorporated into the aluminum alloy matrix. Carbides and 
oxides occurred in some samples due to the insertion of stearic acid as 
the PCA and because the HEBM was made under an uncontrolled 
atmosphere. Reinforcement insertion into the matrix accelerated the 
HEBM process and the milling process was successful as the particle 
size distribution curve was monomodal. HEBM followed by hot 
extrusion causes an increase in hardness of the material. The samples 

that did not show reinforcement agglomerates in their structure had a 
more homogeneous hardness along the material body, samples 
reinforced with Al2O3 and Si3N4. The samples that presented AlN 
agglomerates had their properties compromised. The insertion of 
reinforcement in the matrix caused an increase in material hardness, 
with the hardest composite being 20SiC. 
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